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In 1979, Moorer presented a reverberation synthesis based
on frequency dependent reverberation times [1]. Stationary
white noise was generated and processed by an octave band
filter bank. The band-passed noise was then multiplied with
an exponential decay function according to the reverberation
time of the corresponding frequency band. The resulting
exponentially decaying impulse responses were then
summed up and in combination with a direct sound impulse,
used for auralization. Although white noise fulfills the
requirement of a flat frequency spectrum, it does not account
for the increasing reflection density of a real RIR and thus
would only be valid after a certain time limit [2]. To describe
how the reflection density increases over time in a room with
a volume V, Cremer derived an equation (see Eq. 1) based
on the image sources of a rectangular room [3].

Introduction
Traditionally, room acoustic simulation software is used to
calculate room acoustic parameters of a room. For this
purpose, it is sufficient to estimate the energy decay using a
reduced temporal resolution, which at least allows the
calculation of energy decay rates (e.g., for the calculation of
the EDT or T30) and energy ratios (such as the clarity or
definition). For auralizations however, it is required to
synthesize a room impulse response (RIR) corresponding to
the room acoustics simulation results. This RIR should have
an adequate temporal resolution, e.g., a sampling rate of
44.1 kHz. In geometrical acoustics, the early part of the RIR
is typically calculated by an image source model, which
directly provides the required temporal information. The late
part is usually based on a predicted energy decay curve and
does not include exact information (time and pressure) about
the incoming reflections.
This work investigates configurations for the synthesis of the
later part of a RIR, including the variation of the reflection
model, e.g. its statistical distribution, and the temporal
resolution of energy decay curve. The resulting impulse
responses are generated with the goal to maintain the values
of simulated room acoustic parameters and at the same time
provide RIRs which are perceptually indistinguishable from
corresponding measured RIRs if applied in auralization
experiments. This is the groundwork for a detailed validation
of simulation results and a perceptual evaluation of
simulated RIRs answering questions regarding the
authenticity and plausibility of room acoustics simulations.
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Kuttruff showed that the equation also applies to rooms with
arbitrary shape [4]. The equation can be applied in the
synthesis process of the RIR: For each sample, a uniformly
distributed random process is used to decide whether a
reflection occurs during that time or not. Another proposed
modification of Moorer’s model is the usage of reflection
sequences individually for different frequency bands. This
allows the modified application of Eq. 1 with regards to
frequency dependent effects such as surface scattering.

Evaluation of the reflection density in rooms
Due to limited processing capacity, the reflection density
ଵ
modelling often included an upper limit ranging from ʹͷͲ ௦
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up to ͳͲǡͲͲͲ ௦ [5]. The higher values can be found in more
recent publications such as [6]. Synthesized RIRs using this
limit were described as being free from flutter or rattling [7].
Figure 2 shows the reflection density function according to
Eq. 1 for three rooms with a different room volume.

For the simulation of the reverberation tail using geometrical
acoustics methods, ray or beam tracing methods usually
provide the energy decays by generating energy histograms
(see left part of Figure 1). If room acoustics are predicted
just by application of the Sabine or Eyring reverberation
time equation, the energy decay is assumed to be perfectly
exponential, according to the statistical reverberation theory.
Based on this description of the room’s energy decay, a
broadband RIR has to be synthesized if a more detailed
parameters analysis or an auralization is planned. This work
focusses on the synthesis of the later part of the RIR (see
right part of Figure 1, colored in red).

Figure 2: Reflection density function for different room
sizes, with a maximum reflection density of 20,000 1/s.
Dashed lines show the Hidaka mixing time for each room.

Figure 1: From energy histograms for separate frequency
bands to broadband room impulse response.
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The graphs were generated for an upper limit of 20,000
reflections; circles indicate additionally investigated
maximum densities starting from 100 reflections per second.
The comparison of the rooms shows that the reflection
density quickly increases for the small room, reaching the
maximum of 20,000 within the first 100 ms of the RIR,
whereas this density is reached at almost 600 ms in case of
the large room. It should be noted that this graph does not
describe the total amount of reflections up to this point, but
the amount of reflections which would be occurring over the
period of 1 s.
The dashed lines indicate the mixing time, based on a
predictor proposed by Hidaka [8]:
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Frequency band resolution (e.g., in third octaves)
Type and order of bandpass filter for filter bank
Temporal distribution of impulse sequences
(uniform or Poisson distributed [6][7])
Temporal resolution of simulated or measured
energy histogram
For the synthesis of binaural RIRs: Integration of
spatial information into the reverberation tail [10]
Reflection density model and reflection density
limit

Because conducting listening experiments for all these
synthesis configurations is an extensive research task, a
more detailed objective analysis of the synthesized RIRs in
addition to decay rates and room acoustic parameters is
desired.
One option is the statistical evaluation of the temporal
structure of the RIR. To check if the sound pressure follows
a Gaussian distribution, one could conduct empirical
distribution tests such as the Lilliefors test. Other options are
moment tests, e.g., a kurtosis evaluation. The normalized
kurtosis of a sound pressure vector  ݔis calculated according
to Eq. 3:

(2)

The mixing time is usually considered as the point in time of
a RIR, when the transition from early reflections to the
reverberation tail takes place. For this work, Hidaka’s
equation was chosen as it accounts for the reverberation time
and is not just based on geometrical properties of the room.
Additionally, in comparison to other equations (e.g., by
Rubak or Cremer), Hidaka’s equation leads to the highest
mixing times for all three rooms and thus represents a more
conservative estimation of the mixing time.
The mixing time is relevant for the investigation of the
reflection density as the pressure distribution of the
reverberation tail follows a Gaussian distribution once the
mixing time is passed [9]. Thus, checking if the
reverberation tail takes on a Gaussian distribution after this
point in time represents an objective method to check the
chosen reflection density function and/or its upper limit.
The mixing times of the three investigated rooms show that
the small room is more reverberant than the medium room
due to its substantially higher mixing time. Although the
small and the large room differ in volume, their
reverberation time in the 500 Hz octave band is similar, also
leading to almost identical mixing time. In contrast to the
medium and large room, for the smaller room the maximum
reflection density of 20,000 reflections is reached before the
mixing time. Thus, for the two larger rooms, the sound field
can be regarded as being fully mixed, although the current
reflection density has not reached its upper limit, but values
around 2,000 reflections per second.
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In room acoustics, the (normalized) kurtosis has been used to
determine the mixing time in RIRs [11] or to evaluate the
diffuseness of measured RIRs [12]. The kurtosis is a
measure to describe the amount of extreme outliers, in case
of an RIR the amount of reflections with an irregular sound
pressure:
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Evaluation of synthesis result for three rooms
According to the described synthesis procedure, RIRs for
three rooms (see Figure 2) were generated and compared to
the corresponding measured RIRs of these rooms. To
eliminate potential simulation errors, the synthesized results
were not based on simulation results, but on the measured
energy histograms, evaluated for timeslots with a length of
5 ms for octave bands between 63 Hz and 16 kHz.
A large set of synthesized RIRs were generated based on
varying parameters (see above). In this paper, the evaluation
for different maximum reflection densities is presented
(from 100 up to 10,000 reflections per second). The
evaluation only relates to the late part of the RIR: A time
window starting at 150 ms was applied to measured and
synthesized RIRs.
The results of the traditional evaluation based on EDCs and
T20 showed no substantial differences of measured and
synthesized RIRs. These results were expected as the
synthesis was based on the original energy histograms. Only
for a third octave band evaluation of T20, deviations above
the JND of 5%, especially in the lower frequency bands, can
be observed. These effects however do not correlate with the
maximum reflection density chosen for the synthesis

Evaluation methods of the reverberation tail
Because the perceptual impression, when listening to
auralizations based on RIRs, is mostly dominated by direct
sound and early reflection, the evaluation and analysis of the
reverberation tail is often only conducted on a very basic
level. Here, the first step would be to check if the energy
decay curve (EDC) matches the desired curve. The next step
of the analysis is typically the evaluation of room acoustic
parameters such as the clarity or the reverberation time.
While avoiding deviations when comparing EDCs and room
acoustic parameters to measured results is essential for a
correct synthesis of RIRs, eventually the goal of the
synthesis procedure should result in simulated RIRs which
are indistinguishable in listening experiments when
compared to thoroughly measured results.
The synthesis however, has a lot of configuration
possibilities:
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process, but with the random distribution of the included
reflections.
A kurtosis evaluation was conducted for the same measured
and synthesized RIRs. According to similar research [5][9],
the normalized kurtosis was evaluated using a sliding
window with a length of 1024 samples.
Figure 3 shows an example for the kurtosis evaluation for
the large room. Three different synthesized RIRs are
compared to the normalized kurtosis of the measured RIR
between 150 and 250 ms.

Summary and Outlook
A model for the synthesis of room impulse responses based
on energy decay curves has been presented. An evaluation
and comparison to measurements was conducted for three
different rooms with volumes ranging from 200 m³ to
8000 m³. This paper discussed the applied reflection density
functions and investigated the impact of the synthesis based
on different maximum reflection density values. The
traditional EDC and T20 evaluation showed rather small
influence of the maximum reflection density on the results
while a kurtosis evaluation showed that at least a reflection
density of around 2,000 reflections per second is required to
achieve a Gaussian distribution of the same quality as the
measured RIRs. If however, the synthesized RIRs are
compared to measured RIRs, first informal listening
experiments suggest using higher reflection densities,
despite deviations of evaluated room acoustic parameters
being minimal for lower maximum reflection densities.
The presented results only cover a small aspect of the
research related to the synthesis of room impulse responses.
An analysis of different temporal resolution of energy
histograms (input for the synthesis) has been conducted and
concepts for adjusting the reflection density function for
rooms with inhomogeneous absorption distribution and
accounting for surface scattering have been prepared.
Further investigations include an extended analysis of room
acoustic parameters as well as a spectral comparison of
measured and synthesized RIRs.

Figure 3: Normalized kurtosis evaluation for four RIRs of
the large room. Evaluation is done with a sliding window
(1024 samples) starting at 150 ms (Hidaka mixing time:
167 ms). Plot shows the curve for a measured RIR and
three synthesized RIRs for three different maximum
reflection density limits (200, 4,000, 10,000)

Due to limitations of measurement techniques, it is a
challenge to count reflections in measured RIRs. To create
better reference data, a RIR based on an image source
simulation for a high order will be generated. Additionally
results of a ray tracing algorithm will be analysed to validate
the applied reflection density function for regular and
irregular room shapes.

It can be observed, that the normalized kurtosis of the
measured RIR (black curve) is close to zero and thus mostly
follows a Gaussian distribution, while the synthesized RIR
with a substantially reduced amount of reflections cannot be
described as Gaussian distributed for most time windows
ଵ
(red curve, maximum reflection density ʹͲͲ ௦ , in total 485
reflections for the full length RIR of 2.5 s). For a higher
ଵ
reflection density (green curve, ͶǡͲͲͲ ௦ ) the kurtosis values
are higher in comparison to the measurement, but vary
around the same amount. The further increment of the
maximum reflection density does not show a substantial
improvement.
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